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This paper focuses on the translation practices of Robert Fagles, a master translator whose 

best-known works include English translations of the Iliad, the Odyssey, and theAeneid. Critics 

have often praised Fagles for his rich language and his gift for conveying the energy of epic events. 

However, no one to date has discussed his adaptation of source materials in English to fit the 

aesthetic and cultural contexts of his work. Drawing upon linguistic evidence and interviews 

conducted with Fagles before his death in 2007, this paper examines the important role that the 

study of different dialects and histories in his own language played in his practice and theory as a 

translator. As I show, Fagles added a historical layer to his translations through the use of 

reminiscences from well-known English texts, as well as—separately—verbal structures from 

specific discourse communities. For example, in the search for examples of the heroic style in 

modern language, he consulted Ken Burns’s PBS series on the Civil War as a source of “19th-

century American oratory in many voices high and low.” He also drew on the voices of English-

language poets ranging from the Romantics to moderns such as Robert Lowell and C. K. Williams. 

In so doing, he complicated T.S. Eliot’s claim that new poets revise our awareness of the whole of 

poetic tradition. By using his practice as a case study, this paper intervenes in the linguistic 

aspect of translation studies from the perspectives of philology and literary criticism. According 

to colleagues, Fagles once planned to write a book on translation in history, titled “Homer in the 

Realms of Gold.” While that prospective book is lost to us, we can glean some insights into his 

theories by examining how his practice as a translator intersected with his practice as a student of 

the history and art of the English language. 
 


